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31. THE MALU RESULT 
THE SOLUTION of the vector field problem for spheres by Adams [I], came as the last step 
in a sequence of results. An important intermediary step was the theorem of Steenrod- 
Whitehead [lo]: 
THEOREM (Steenrod-Whitehead). Let II be nn odd integer and wife 
n + 1 = (odd integer) . 24, 
where q 2 1. Then any 2” wctor,fields 011 s” are sometchere linearly dependent. 
In this note we prove a theorem which includes the Steenrod-Whitehead theorem as 
a corollary. 
Let M denote a smooth, closed, connected manifold. By the span of M we mean the 
maximal number of linearly independent tangent vector fields on M. We will say that icf 
is k-connected mod 2, where k > 0, if 
H,(M; 2,) = 0, for 0 < is k. 
Suppose that M is odd-dimensional, say dim M = 2q + 1. Define 
z2b1 = (i dim H,(M; Z2)) mod 2, 
l=O 
so that x2 ME Zz Let itqi M E H’(M; Zz) denote the ith Stiefel-Whitney class of M. Our 
result is 
THEOREM 1. Let M be u manijold of‘ odd dimension II, tvhere 11 + 1 = (odd integer) . 2y. 
Suppose that M is 2q- *- connected mod 2 and that 11‘ 24M = 0. Then, span M 2 2¶ implies 
%z M = 0. 
Since x2 S” # 0, for n odd, we see that the Steenrod-Whitehead theorem is a corollary. 
Remark I. By Hurwitz-Radon [6] and Adams [l], 2q > span S”, where n and q are as 
above. Thus Theorem 1 provides some corroboration for one half of Conjecture B in [17]. 
Remark 2. If q = 1 or 2 and if I(‘,+~ _-24 M = 0, then the converse of Theorem 1 is true. 
See [ 131 and [15]. For further results on the span of a manifold see [ 1314 171. 
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Remark 3. Theorem 1 depends on a certain decomposition of the Steenrod square 
SqDT1. The theorem can probably be improved by allowing the decomposition to contain 
secondary operations, as in Adams [2]. 
92. INDEPENDENT SECTIONS Lh’ BUKDLES 
Let II be a fixed odd integer, and set t = II + 1 = (odd integer) . 2’. Let X be a complex 
and let < be an rz-plane bundle over X such that ~1~~ -, < = 0. We obtain a necessary condition 
that 5 have 2¶ linearly independent sections. 
By Adem [3] one has the following non-stable relation among the Steenrod square (to 
avoid superscripts, we write Sq’ as Sq(i)): 
IS-2 
(*I Sq(24)Sq(t - 24) + Sq(t - 2q-1)sq(2q-L) + 1 EiSq(i)Sq(t - i) = 0, $EZZ9 
i=2 
where the relation holds on mod 2 classes of degree <t - 1 (=n). Note 17, $71). 
Let Q” denote a secondary cohomology operation associated with this relation, defined 
on mod 2 classes of degree n. Thus. @, is defined on those classes 11 in H”(X; Z,) such that 
Sq(2y-‘)zl = 0, and Sq(t -j)zc = 0, for 2 <j 5 2”. 
And Q,(u) E H’“(X; Z,)/l”‘(X), where 
2q-z 
I*(X) = Sq(24)H*(X) + Sq(t - 2”- ‘)H*(X) + 1 ci Sq(i)H*(X) (mod 2 coefficients). 
i=z 
(See Adams [2].) 
Now let 5 be the bundle given above and let U denote the mod 2 Thorn class of r. We 
prove 
PROPOSI1'ION 1. Suppose that < has _ 1’1 Ikearly independent cross-sections. Then Cp, is 
iie$ned 017 U and t 
lvhere the summatiolz runsfkom i = 0 to i = 24-l - 1 
Proof. Sines < has 2q independent sections there is a bundle y, of dimension n - 2q, 
such that 5 = y @ 24~, where E denotes the trivial line bundle. Let TandT’denote respectively 
the Thorn complexes for < and 7. By Atiyah [4], T = GIFT’, where G’* denotes the 2F-fold 
reduced suspension. Moreover, if U’ denotes the mod 2 class of 7, then U = c?‘U’. Recall 
that by Thorn [I 11. 
Sq(i)U = U. )I’~ 5, Sq(i)U’ = U’.blliy, i 2 0. 
Since I!‘ Is-L < = 0. it follows that Sq(2*-‘)U = 0. Now deg U’ = n - 2” and SO 
Sq(t - j)U’ = 0, for 2 I t I 2”, 
since t = Il + I. Thus, since the squares are stable operations 
Sq(t -j)U = 0, 
and so U is in the domain of D, . 
t Provided CD. is properly chosen. 
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Now by Theorem (3.6) of [8] (see also [7]), 
x (Dzq(sq(j)u’ U s@’ - j)(u’))) E @“(G’“D”), 
where the summation runs fromj = 0 toi = 24-’ - 1. But 
Sq(j)U’ u Sq(2q - j)V’ = li’ . ‘vi7 . U’ . wlq_ jy 
= Sq(n - 3’)U’. rcj’/. \v,,_j’l 
= c” \L’“_?‘?‘/ , ‘Vj;‘. “rq_j;‘. 
Now ~‘~7 = 11’~ <,and so again by Atiyah [4] (cf. [15, 7.411, 
c?(U’. \vn_zqy. wj ‘/. ‘v~q_jy) = u . w”-24<. ‘Vj5. Ivy_j(, 
which completes the proof. 
$3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let !CI be an n-manifold, where n is an odd integer such tnal 
(II + 1) = (odd integer) . ?, q2 1. 
Throughout the section we will assume that: 
(i) At is 24-‘-connected mod 2. 
(ii) bt’24 M = 0, 
(iii) I\.,+~__~~M = 0. 
Also, cohomology groups will be taken with mod 2 coef%cienLs. 
Let T and U denote respectively the Thorn complex and l-horn class of ICI. Since 
Sq(i)U= U I~‘~M it follows that Qn is defined on U. Moreover @, is defined with zero 
indeterminacy, as we now show. For let k be an integer such that 1 I k < 24 and let U . s 
be an element in NZnAk(T), where x E IY”-~(IM). Then 
Sq(k)(u . x) = i+FZkSq(i)u * Sq(j).x 
= 2 U . ,viM * Sq(j)(x) = U . Sq(k)x, 
since rvi IV = 0 for 1 I i 5 24. But by Wu [18], Sq(k)x = x’ Vk IV, where 
Wk:M = 1 Sq(i) Vj M. 
i+j=k 
An easy induction shows Vk IV = 0 (indeed, V, M is a polynomial in \I’~ !M, . , . , wk M), and 
so Sq(k)Hm-k(T) = 0. Thus (D,(U) is defined with zero indeterminancy. 
To prove Theorem 1 we replace the Thorn class U by a class Uin H”(!M2), M2 = itP x il% 
That is, using Milnor [9, 41x1, we have: 
LEMMA 1. There is a class U in H”(M 2, such that Q,, is defined on U with zero indeter- 
minacy and 
Q,,(V) = 0 if; and only if. @,(U ) = 0. 
For the proof, see [ 15, $21. 
In order to compute Dn on U it is first necessary to replace 4, by a slightly differenr 
operation. By Adem [3] one has 
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Sq(l)Sq(Zn)Sq(l) = Sq(l)Sq(2)Sq(2n - 1). 
for n 2 1. Using this one easily proves 
LEMMA 2. Let r and k be positire integers. Then. 
sq(z+rli + 2’) = c Sq(2’)ri + Sq(l)Sq(2)a,, 
i=l 
u,here zi, 0 5 i I r, is an element in the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. 
We leave the proof to the reader. (Note [12, $41.) 
Now let t = n + 1 = (2k + 1) . 2¶, where k, q 2 1. Then 
t-224-‘=24-1 .4k+2”-‘, 
and so by the above lemma one can write relation (*) as: 
(4-l) 
c**> Sq(2’)Sq(t - 2’) + 7 
i%l 
[Sq(2i)(ai Sq(2’- ‘))I + Sq(l)(Sq(2)a, Sq(2’- ‘)) 
24-2 
+ 7 Ei Sq(i)Sq(t - i) = 0, 
i71 
on mod 2 classes of degree < t - 1 
Let Y, denote a mod 2 secondary cohomology operation associated with relation (**), 
defined on classes of degree n. Because of assumptions (i)-(iii) above, we see that Y, is 
defined on the class U and hence on the class U (again see [15, $21). Because (*) and (**) 
represent the “ same ” relation, except for regrouping of terms, it follows by Adams [2] 
that Y, and a’, have the same value on UT. Moreover, it is easily seen that Y” isdefined with 
zero indeterminacy in H”(M2), and so by Lemma 1 we have 
LEMMA 3. Q’,(U) = 0 if, and only if, Y’,(U) = 0. 
Let t: H*(M2) --f H *(M2) denote the cohomology morphism induced by inter- 
changing the factors of /\f2. Let p E H”(M) denote the generator. 
Theorem 1 follows at once from 
PROPOSITION 2. Let M be an n-manifold satisfying (i)-(iii) aboce. Then there is a mod 2 
class A in H”(M2) such that 
(a) U = A + tA, 
(b) A u tA = x2M(p@p), 
(c) Y, is defined on A and tA, 
(d) Y’,(A) = Y&A). 
We give the proof at the end of the section. Using the proposition we have 
Proof of Theorem 1. Span M 2 2q means that the tangent bundle T.+[ of M has at least 
2q independent cross-sections. Take r’M to be the bundle 5 in Proposition 1. Since bvj M = 0 
for 1 <j < 2q, we see that 0 = a,(V), and so by Lemma 3, 0 = Y,(U). On the other hand, 
by Proposition 2, Y,(U) = Y’,(A + tA). But because relation (**) is non-stable, Y’. is a 
quadratic operation (set Brown-Peterson [j]). Thus, 
Y’,(A + tA) = Y”(A) + YJtA) + A u tA = x2 M(p 0 ~0, 
7 Provided ‘l‘. is properly chosen. 
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where we have used (b)-(d) in Proposition 2. Since Y’,(U) = 0 this implies that xz M = 0, 
thus completing the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of Proposirion 2. The definition of the class A is given in [ 15,4. l] and properties (a) 
and (b) are proved in sj of [lj]. Since t(p @ 11) = p 0 I(, it is clear that (d) follows from (c). 
Also, by naturaiity we see that if Q,, is defined on A then it is defined also on tA. So to 
complete the proof of the proposition we need simply sholv: 
Y, is defined on the class /-1. 
For our purpose it sufices to know that A can be written as follows (see [I 5, 211): 
‘4 = c Ui @ ci , 
‘ 
where 11~) ci E H*(M), deg lli + deg L’i = n, and deg ui < deg ri. 
Notice that the relation defining Y’,, (**). can be written in the following schematic 
form: 
if,bi Sq(r - i> + C Yj sj = O, 
j 
where each operation Sj has degree >t - 2’-‘. Now A has degree t - 1 (=n) and so 
deg S,A 2 2t - 2q-’ - 1 = 2n + 1 - 24-L. Since A4 and M2 are 2q-‘-connected mod 2, 
this means that 6, A = 0. Thus to show that Y’, is defined on A. it suffices to show that 
(1) Sq(t - i)A = 0. 2 5 i I 2’. 
Let k be an integer such that t - 2 2 k 2 t - 2”. Let 11 and c be classes in H*(M) such 
that deg u + deg 1’ = n and deg u < deg c. By the Cartan formula 
Sq(k)u x v = C Sq(i)u 0 Sq(j)c. 
i+j=k 
Let CI = deg u, b = deg L’. 
(2) Claim. If Sq(i)u 0 Sq(j)ti # 0, then i + b = n and i + n = k < II. 
Proof: Since Sq(i)u # 0 we must have i _< a. But u < n/2 and so i + CI < n. Therefore, by 
connectivity 
i+a<n-2q-‘. 
Suppose now that j + b < n - 2q-‘. Then 
k+n=i+a+j+b<2n-29. 
In other words, k < n - 2q. But k 2 t - 2q which means that 
k>t-2q-l=n-2q, 
thus giving a contradiction. Therefore j + b 2 n - 24-l which means, by connectivity, that 
j + b = n, and so (2) is proved. 
Proof of(l). We have remarked above that Y,, is defined on U; i.e., that Sq(k)U = 0 
for t - 2q < k I t - 1. Therefore, by (a) in Proposition 2, 
Sq(k)(A + tA) = 0, t-24<k<t-2. 
Ilowever, by (2) above. 
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Sq(k)A E H’(ILI) @I H”(‘CI ), 
and so by definition oft, 
Sq(k)(tA) = tSq(k)A E H”(M) @ Hk(ICI). 
Since k Z II this shows that Sq(k)A and Sq(k)(lA) belong to disjoint summands of the 
bigraded vector space H*(M) Q N*(M) (= H*(M’)). Hence 
Sq(k)A + Sq(k)(tA) = 0 
implies that Sq(k)A = 0. as required. This completes the proof of (1) and so of Proposition 2. 
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